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Rubén R. Dupertuis

INTRODUCTION

In earlier critical interpretation, the descriptions of the early Christian community of goods in the longer summaries of Acts 2:42–47 and 4:32–35, along with the related summary in Acts 5:12–16, often played a starring role in the quest for the sources underlying the narrative of Acts.\(^1\) In more recent interpretation, especially since the work of Martin Dibelius and Henry Cadbury,\(^2\) the summaries, or at least parts of them, are generally attributed to the author of Acts. Three other points also elicit general agreement. First, the summaries are commonly understood to be generalizations based on more specific traditions, such as the gifts of Barnabas and Ananias and Sapphira (4:36–5:11). Second, the summaries are inseparable from the surrounding events on both narrative and linguistic grounds.\(^3\) And third, some of the characterizations in the summaries are understood to indicate some degree of idealization in light of Hellenistic utopian ideals.\(^4\) Most interesting in this regard is the

---

description of the early Christian community in Jerusalem as having “all things in common [ἀπαντα κοινά]” (Acts 2:44, 4:32), and being of “one heart and soul [καρδία καὶ ψυχή μία]” (4:32).

The Summaries and Hellenistic Ideals

While many interpreters believe that idealization of some sort on Luke’s part may be involved, there has been much discussion regarding exactly what the literary relationship between Acts and the Hellenistic traditions might be and which particular group of ideas provides the most helpful comparison. Hans Conzelmann read the description of the early Christian community as an idealization based on the widespread literary topos of property sharing often associated with utopian dreams or stories of primeval times. Ekhard Plümacher and, especially, David Mealand both saw a more direct literary connection between Acts and parallels in Plato’s Republic. Others however suggest that the complex of images in these summaries is best seen in light of the Greek friendship ideals. Still other interpreters do not see much of a connection between these passages and Greek utopian literature at all.

A number of interpreters have objected to the notion that the author of Acts intentionally alluded to Plato’s Republic or Greek utopian ideals in order to portray the twelve apostles and the early Christian community.

as belonging to an ideal or golden age of the church. David Seccombe doubts that “a Christian writer, as immersed in the Old Testament as Luke, would consciously have imitated pagan mythological conceptions in his presentation of the Christian movement.” 9 Seccombe goes on to make a distinction between being unconsciously influenced by Hellenistic culture and education into an appreciation of Hellenistic ideals—which he believes to be the case with the author of Acts—and “consciously striving toward a utopian goal.” 10 A similar distinction is made by Hans-Josef Klauck, who understands the author of Acts to have been conscious of using the language of Hellenistic social utopias in his description of the early Christian community, but is quick to point out that there is no direct dependence, just influence of patterns of speech. 11

The discussion generally revolves around the question of Luke’s intentional portrayal of the early Christian community in light of Greek utopian ideals. The mechanism by which to explain the lexical and thematic similarities between the description of the Christians in Acts and utopian traditions has generally been some form of a literary topos. 12 I will suggest below that recent awareness of the widespread practice of literary imitation in the Greco-Roman world with its emphasis on the imitation of models has made difficult the task of making a distinction between the use of a widespread topos or motif and a direct allusion to a specific author or text. Furthermore, I will suggest that the portrayal of the early Christian community in Jerusalem is modeled in part on Plato’s guardians as described in the Republic and related dialogues.

Education and Mimesis

Literate education in the Greco-Roman world involved working through a series of steps that were designed, in the long run, to lay the groundwork of rhetorical training. The dominant feature of literate edu-

---

10. Seccombe, Possessions and the Poor, 201.
12. The exceptions are Mealand, “Community of Goods,” 97–99, who suggested the possibility of a direct literary connection, and Cerfaux, “La première communauté,” who understood the summaries to have come from one of a series of sources the author of Acts used for his narrative of the early church. The similarities between the summaries and utopian traditions derived from Plato were to him so striking, that he posited a Hellenistic provenance for the source.
cation was the imitation of that which had been done with success. Immediately after memorizing the alphabet and copying lists of words students began copying and memorizing maxims and lines of poetry, followed by copying, memorizing, expanding and paraphrasing longer passages (often taken from Homer). Finally, for a limited and usually elite few came grammatical and rhetorical exercises, which were, once again, based in the imitation of models.

At the primary and secondary educational levels the imitation of models was fairly straightforward. At a more advanced compositional level, the ways in which one text served as a model for another was more complex. Authors were taught to imitate more than one model, culling the best from different writers like a bee collects pollen from various flowers, and arranging and assorting the raw materials into a new compound. Seneca states:

We should follow, men say, the example of the bees, who flit about and cull the flowers that are suitable for producing honey, and then arrange and assort in their cells all that they have brought it. . . . It is not certain whether the juice which they obtain from the flowers forms at once into honey, or whether they change that which they have gathered into this delicious object by blending something therewith and by a certain property of their breath. . . . We should so blend those several flavours into one delicious compound that, even though it betrays its origin, yet it nevertheless is a clearly different thing from that whence it came. (Ep. 84.3–5)¹⁴


Sometimes reliance on a model was announced or advertised and sometimes it was disguised. Imitation of a model was not limited to word choice, but encompassed literary style, themes and was done across genres. With imitation as the dominant compositional ethos, creativity was measured by how writers handled traditional subjects and themes, not by an author’s ability to spin new tales. Horace tells would-be writers that “it is hard to treat in your own way what is common: and you are doing better in spinning into acts a song of Troy than if, for the first time, you were giving the world a theme unknown and unsung” (Ars 128–130).15

An important aspect of learning to write was a competitive relationship with the model. Great models did not deter would-be writers, but acted as a challenge, inviting them to weigh in on a given theme. It may be partly as a result of this principle of composition that topoi develop. The long list of imitators of Homer’s storms in the Odyssey is a good example.16 Regarding this principle of improvement or rivalry, Seneca states, “he who writes last has the best of the bargain; he finds already at hand words which when marshaled in a different way, show a new face” (Ep. 79.6).17 At the primary and secondary stages of education, Homer, and to a lesser degree Euripides and Menander, dominated the curriculum; at the level of rhetorical training and in the writings of the literary elite, however, there are a larger number of authors alluded to and used as models.18 Plato’s writings come to fore at this point.19

Of the many implications of the practice of literary mimesis for the study of early Christian literature, the following are of importance for this study.20 First, if someone learned to write Greek, we can assume

---

17. Seneca, Epistles (Gummere, 2:205).
19. In Theon’s late first-century C.E. manual of preliminary rhetorical exercises, for example, passages from Plato’s Republic, Symposium, Phaedo, Timaeus, and the Phaedrus are proposed as models. For a translation of the extant progymnasmata, see George A. Kennedy, ed. and trans., Progymnasmata: Greek Textbooks of Prose Composition and Rhetoric (SBLWGRW 10; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003).
familiarity with those authors and texts typically used as models in the educational system, including Homer, Euripides, and, by the early stages of rhetorical training, Plato. Second, it is possible to create a hierarchy, of sorts, when comparing numerous instances of a *topos* or theme given the preponderance of certain authors as targets for imitation. Third, the importance of mimesis in educational training and literary practice calls into question the use of religious boundaries to decide whether a Christian or Jewish author would have been familiar with certain classical texts. It is more likely that a mimetic literary ethos, not piety, determines an author’s literary models. That the author of Acts should use models as diverse as the Septuagint, Homer, and Plato should not be surprising: diverse allusions to traditional literary themes are to be expected as part of standard compositional practices.

The importance of the role of mimesis in composition, both at the educational and literary levels, opens the door for another look at the relationship between the major summaries in Acts and the parallels in Plato’s writings.

**The Perfect Polis**

Primarily through the description of the ideal state in the *Republic* and the *Laws*, Plato was quite possibly the single most influential writer in the development of utopian traditions, including the extraordinary journey, the idyllic primeval age and the political utopia. In the *Republic*, Socrates’ pursuit of justice leads to the founding of a hypothetical state based on the separation of functions and the specialization of labors—

---


more importantly, each person is to work in an area to which his or her nature is suited. This state is to be ruled by a special class of guardians—part warriors, part philosophers—who, like farmers and builders specifically trained and skilled in their respective arts, are specifically bred, trained and sustained for the all important art of ruling and defending a state. Society is essentially divided into three groups: (1) a group of ruler guardians; (2) a larger group of warrior guardians whose job it is to defend the state; and (3) a producing class made up of everybody else.

In order to guarantee a just leadership and avoid corruption one of the more well known aspects of Plato’s ideal state emerges: the guardians would not be permitted to own property or accumulate wealth in any way. The more extreme aspect of this communal arrangement is the common possession of wives and children.24 The material sharing of possessions leads to a form spiritual unity and complete ideological harmony that, in turn, leads to achieving a just state.

In two later and related dialogues, the Timaeus and the Critias, Plato historicizes (and mythologizes) his hypothetical state suggesting it actually existed in a time that antedated the contemporary, and therefore incomplete, historical record. This long forgotten Athens, then, stood as the ideal primeval state from which the contemporary Athens had devolved and to which it could aspire. The fact that Plato takes his “hypothetical state” and places it in “history,” however idealized and remote, will be extremely important in the subsequent development of utopian and golden age motifs. Also important is the fact that Plato’s guardians stand at the point where images of ideal leaders, an ideal polity, golden ages and the corrupting potential of money converge.25

Plato’s influence on subsequent utopian traditions is hard to overestimate. Moses Hadas has suggested that “there is a strong probability that [Plato] was the most important single intellectual factor in the process of Hellenization and that his is the major responsibility for shaping the east’s eventual contribution to the west.”26 Images of far-off lands and philosophical utopias after Plato are largely dependent

24. This was not an invitation to libertinism, but an extension of Plato’s attempt to protect the guardians from anything that might lead them to place their own interests over the interests of the state.

25. Plato appears to be largely responsible for introducing a concern for the corrupting power of money and possessions into traditional pictures of the golden age; see H. C. Baldry, Ancient Utopias (University of Southampton Inaugural Lecture; Southampton, Eng.: University of Southampton, 1956); and David M. Schaps, “Socrates and the Socratics: When Wealth Became a Problem,” CW 96 (2003): 131–59.

on him. Plato also appears to have influenced the portrayal of the Essenes by both Philo (Prob. 81–84) and Josephus (Ant. 18.18–22; B.J. 2.119–161). In particular, the structure of the latter’s discussion in B.J. 2.119–161 appears to be shaped by Plato’s treatment of the ideal state in the Republic.

Comparing the Early Christian Community in Acts and Plato’s Guardians

In his brief but important note on the community of goods in Acts and utopian ideals, Mealand showed that the wording in Acts 2:44 and 4:32 is closer to Plato’s descriptions of the guardians than any instances of the friendship maxim in Aristotle’s writings or elsewhere. In addition to the lexical similarities, there are a number of general similarities and correspondences between the descriptions of early Christian community life in the summaries of Acts 2 and 4 and the descriptions of the guardians in Resp. 2–5.

First, both occur in the context of the founding of a new city or nation and the establishment of a new constitution. Numerous echoes of the Sinai traditions in Exod 19 and later Jewish writers suggest that the Pentecost events in Acts 2 provide the charter for the newly inaugurated kingdom of God (Acts 1:3, 6). Recently there has been increased attention

---


29. Mealand, “Community of Goods,” 98. Another reason for preferring the Platonic parallels is that both Acts and Plato discuss the complete absence of personal possessions, which is not the case in the friendship tradition. Furthermore, the line between friendship and utopian ideals cannot be too neatly drawn, since by his use of the maxim, κοινὰ τὰ φίλων, to justify the guardians’ κοινωνία, Plato needs to be seen as part of the trajectory. Subsequent uses of the property-sharing ideal often mention Plato: Iamblichus, Vita Pythagora 30.167; Strabo, Geographica 7.3.7; and Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 3.2.10.

30. There are numerous parallels between Acts 2 and Philo’s account of the giving of the law in Decal. 33.46–7. These include the gathering of all the people in one place, the appearance of sound and fire, and xenolalia. Charles Talbert concludes his analysis of the similarities by stating, “The echoes are unmistakable. Sound, fire, and speech understood by all people were characteristic of the Sinai theophany. The same ingredients are found in the Pentecostal events. The Sinai theophany and the establishment of the Mosaic covenant would be brought to mind as surely as would Elijah by the description of John the Baptist’s dress in Mark 1:6. The typology of Acts 2:1–11, then, is that of making a covenant” (Reading Acts: A Literary and Theological Commentary on the Acts of The Apostles [New York: Crossroad, 1997], 43).
to the similarities between the beginning of Acts and the ways in which the founding of a city was typically described in Greek and Roman literature. Hubert Cancik has demonstrated that the beginning of Acts uses the tropes and language commonly used by historiographers to describe the beginning of an institution. Similarly, David Balch has argued that Luke-Acts presents Jesus as the founder of a new πολιτεία preserved and perpetuated after his death by his followers. And Todd Penner has suggested that Acts, with special mention of the events narrated in ch. 2, is part of a “discourse [that] is fundamentally civic in nature.” However hypothetical and utopian, in the Republic Plato recounts the various stages of the establishment of a truly just πολιτεία—it is, in the most literal way possible, the founding of a new city.

Second, both describe a way of life in which the κοινωνία among the citizens or members is marked by the absence of private possessions. In the Republic the term κοινωνία appears primarily in relation to the distinctive communal arrangements of the guardians. Similarly, κοινός occurs in this section primarily in the context of sharing property, possessions and other goods. In Luke-Acts, the term κοινωνία appears only in Acts
2:42, while the cognate κοινός appears in two clusters in Acts. It appears a number of times in Acts 10–11 in relation to Jewish purity laws likely meaning "unclean," and in the summaries in 2:44 and 4:32, where it is used in relation to the sharing of possessions and the absence of private property. The meaning of κοινωνία in its present context is best seen in relation to community of goods (v. 44). As Mealand has shown, the construction Luke uses in Acts 4:32, οὐδὲ ... ἕνων, closely resembles the way in which Socrates repeatedly describes the absence of possessions among the guardians, which is first described as οὐσίαν κεκτημένου μηδεμίαν μηδένα ἕνων (Resp. 3.416d).

Third, in both Acts and the Republic the communal holding of possessions is linked to the authority of the leaders. This is more readily apparent in the Republic, where attributes that determine good leadership, such as unity, are said to be dependent on the κοινωνία of the guardians (5.462c, 5.464a). The authority of the apostles in Acts 1–6 also appears to be tied to their relationship to possessions. This can be seen in the structure of the summaries: in both, statements about the power and authority of the apostles appear to interrupt descriptions of the community of goods (2:43; 4:33). The final summary in 5:12–16 drops the community of goods entirely, focusing on the apostles’ miracle-working powers. The emphasis on the apostles’ collective authority is justified by the nearly miraculous unity and unanimity among members crystallized in the community of goods. The power of the apostles and the community’s social organization go together.

A fourth point of similarity is that both feature two separate principal discussions of the communal organization of group. In the context of the founding of the city, in Resp. 3.415d–417a Socrates describes for the first time how the guardians’ daily activities and household arrangements should be organized. In Resp. 5.461e–466d Socrates again addresses the communal holding of property and possessions, but focuses on the unity among the guardians made possible by their social

---

37. This meaning of the term is consonant with the predominant use of the term in the Gospels of Mark and Matthew.
39. Mealand, “Community of Goods,” 97. Similar constructions occur elsewhere as well: in extending the communalism to wives and children: ἕνων οἰκείων οὐδὲν τοιούτων κεκτημένου (5.458c); and in repeating the requirements in order to show that the guardians’ achieve the greatest good as a result of their polity: μηδέν οἴνων ἔκτησθαι (5.464d). The same expression is used in Resp. 5.457d in reference to having only one wife and in the summaries of the guardians’ polity in Tim. 18b and Crit. 110c.
arrangements. In Acts also there are two descriptions of the communal life of the early Christians in Jerusalem featuring possessions in common. And, like the two corresponding sections in the *Republic*, the summary in Acts 2 focuses on the daily life of the community while that in Acts 4 focuses on the unity of the group.


The goal of Socrates’ new city is to show that justice is not the rule of the stronger and that its practice is in everyone’s best interest. For this reason it is important for Plato to provide mechanisms that will guarantee the success of the state by keeping its leaders from becoming corrupt. The two most significant features of the guardians’ life are their education and, as mentioned above, communal living arrangements that require a special relationship to possessions. Together, they protect against the corruption of the rulers, ensuring complete unity and harmony within society and among the guardians.

In the *Republic* the subject of the proper education of the guardians comes up immediately after they are mentioned for the first time (2.374e–376e). Socrates spends considerable time outlining what education in the ideal state should look like, memorably banishing the poets in favor of literature that will not pollute the guardians with tales of promiscuous gods and other unwholesome themes. Having created suitable guardians by virtue of a good education and established appropriate tests to make sure only the most capable become rulers (3.412b–414b), Socrates sets out to “arm these sons of earth and conduct them under the leadership of the rulers” (3.415d). After selecting the proper place for their camp, Socrates introduces the requirements with the following two related statements:

[We may affirm] that they must have the right education [παιδείας], whatever it is, if they are to have what will do most to make them gentle to one another and their charges…. In addition, moreover, to such an education a thoughtful man would affirm that their houses [οἰκήματα] and possessions [οὐσίαι] provided for them ought to be such as not to

41. While the centrality of education for both establishing and maintaining the state is discussed elsewhere as well, Resp. 2.374e–403d systematically deals with different aspects of the education of the guardians: proper speech or stories regarding the gods, proper stories about men, acceptable forms of diction, music and the importance of gymnastics.

42. All text and translations of the *Republic* are from Paul Shorey’s translation (2 vols.; LCL 237, 276; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1935).
The quality of the guardians’ leadership is dependent on both their education and relationship to possessions. Luke’s picture of the daily life of the early Christian community similarly begins with a general statement in which education (διδαχή) and fellowship (κοινωνία) are linked (Acts 2:42). Although details of the apostles’ teaching are not given, it should probably be seen in light of the forty-day period of instruction (1:3) and the preaching of the apostles prominent not only in the early chapters of Acts but throughout the narrative. As in the Republic, in Acts 2:43 a related statement about the quality of the leaders follows. Unlike the description of the guardians, however, the focus in Acts is not on the potential for corruption, but on the apostles’ power and legitimacy signaled by their ability to perform miraculous deeds and the fear these abilities engendered in others. The nature of the authority is different, but in both true leaders and property sharing go together.

In both the Republic and in Acts specifics about the community follow. The guardians’ requirements are:

[1] In the first place, none must possess any private property save the indispensable.
[2] Secondly, none must have any habitation or treasure house which is not open for all to enter at will.
[3] Their food, in such quantities as are needful for athletes of war sober and brave, they must receive as an agreed stipend from the other citizens as the wages of their guardianship, so measured that there shall be neither superfluity at the end of the year or any lack.
[4] And resorting to a common mess like soldiers on a campaign they will live together.

43. The link between the two suggested here is made more explicit later in the dialogue: “For if a right education makes of them reasonable men they will easily discover everything of this kind—and other principles that we now pass over, as that the possession of wives and marriage, and the procreation of children and all that sort of thing should be made as far as possible the proverbial goods of friends that are common” (Resp. 4.423e–424a).

Gold and silver, we will tell them, they have of the divine quality from the gods always in their souls, and they have no need of the metal of men nor does holiness suffer them to mingle and contaminate that heavenly possession with the acquisition of mortal gold. (416d–417a [Shorey; LCL])

Implicit in the first prescription is the notion, made clearer in the third, that what goods the guardians have are to be supplied by the producing class. The first detail Luke gives about the community also concerns the absence of private property: all were “together and had all things in common; and they sold their possessions and goods and distributed them to all as any had need” (Acts 2:44–45). The way in which Plato describes the absence of private possession among the guardians here—kekthménon μηδεμίαν μηδένα ἰδίαν—is strikingly similar to Acts’ reprisal of the community of goods in 4:32: οὐδὲ εἰς τι τῶν ὑπαρχόντων αὐτῶ ἔλεγεν ἰδιὸν ἐίναι. Like Plato, Luke’s first specific description of the Christians’ koinónia qualifies the absence of personal possessions with a statement about basic needs; Plato does so with the phrase ἀν μὴ πᾶσα ἀνάγκη, while Luke adds ἀν τίς χρείαν εἴχεν. Furthermore, the Christian community’s practice of selling possessions is analogous to the supply of goods the guardians are to receive from the producing class.

In both what follows addresses the activities of daily life. Plato’s second requirement stipulates that there are to be no boundaries regarding houses. The emphasis is not on houses as personal possessions, although this is implied, but on the absence of personal or private boundaries creating an openness between the guardians. The third requirement addresses another basic need, food, the simplicity of which is suggested by the reference to the rations of soldiers at war. Socrates also requires that the guardians live together [κοινὴ ζήν] and take their meals in a common mess [ζυσσίτια]. Like the guardians, the Christians in Jerusalem share meals in each other’s homes. The awkward phrase κλώντες τε κατ’ οἶκον ἄρτον may be a way of suggesting the absence of personal boundaries between homes as stipulated in Socrates’ second requirement. It also suggests that, like the guardians’ third requirement, the Christians share meals and live together. The simple quality of the guardians food may also be echoed in Acts 2:46. One of the two attributes describing the way in which they share their nourishment, ἀθελοῦταί, occurs only here in the New Testament and is probably best understood as simplicity. 

45. The numbering in brackets is mine.

46. Barrett sees the term as an alternative to ἀπλότης, which is used in the same sense in Eph 6:5; Col 3:22; 1 Chr 29:17; Wis 1:1. Further support for taking the term to mean “simple”
The parallels with the founding of the guardians city in the Republic do not end here. The fifth stipulation prohibits the guardians from handling or acquiring gold or silver in order to keep them from the corrupting power of money. To justify this, the guardians are to be told that they already have silver and gold (χρυσίον δὲ καὶ ἀργύριον) in their natures, making them the possessors of a more valuable treasure (3.416e). While Acts 3:1–10 begins a new episode, the central point of the prohibition of money is preserved. Peter responds to a begging paralytic’s request for alms saying, “I have no silver and gold [ἀργυρίον καὶ χρυσίον οὐχ ἵπτρεχει μοι] but I give you what I have; in the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, walk” (3:6). The man is helped to his feet and finds that he is healthy. The first part of Peter’s response is very nearly the same phrase that the founders tell the guardians to justify their being kept from handling money. In both the Republic and Acts the denial of silver and gold is justified by the possession of something of much greater value that is of divine origin.47

The real irony of the guardians’ polity is that what appears at first to be a sacrifice on their part in not being able to own possessions or accumulate wealth has a final reward that outweighs any inconvenience they might at first experience. By putting the interests of the state before their own the guardians gain, finally, more for themselves than they could have otherwise: “So living they would save [σωζοίτω] themselves and save [σωζόμενος] their city” (3.417a). The first major summary in Acts ends with a notice of the community’s growth: “And the Lord added to their number day by day those who were being saved” (2:47). Luke, like Plato, concludes the first description of the community’s daily life with an eye on the final reward at stake: the salvation available through the new manifestation of the kingdom of God inaugurated by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

Acts 4:32–5:16 and Resp. 5.462–466

The function of the absence of private property in the ideal state is to prevent leaders from acting in their own self-interest, thus guaranteeing

47. There is also a possible parallel between the location of the guardian’s residences and the mysterious Beautiful (καλλίστον) Gate at which the beggar sits (Acts 3:2, 10). The very first element in the description of the guardians’ community life is the location of the camp: “And when they have arrived they must look out for the fairest (καλλίστον) site in the city for their encampment” (415e).
the all-important unity of the state. The goal for the guardians is to achieve “a kind of concord and harmony . . . a kind of beautiful order” (4.430e) in which all members of the city, both “the rulers and the ruled are of one mind” (4.431e). Plato’s second extended discussion of the guardians’ social organization is instigated by the interlocutors’ desire to hear more about the community of wives and children, which he briefly mentioned earlier in the dialogue (4.423e). In Resp. 5.462–466 Plato puts the newly constructed polity to the test to make sure it leads to the desired unity. Socrates asks, “Do we know of any greater evil for a state than the thing that distracts it and makes it many instead of one, or a greater good than that which binds it together and makes it one?” (5.462b). The ideal unity is depicted as the unity of body and soul in a single organism (5.462c). The primary cause of individualization and disunity, he continues, “is when the citizens do not utter [φθέγγονται] in unison such words as ‘mine’ and ‘not mine’ [τὸ τε ἐμὸν καὶ τὸ οὐκ ἐμὸν] . . . The city, then, is best ordered in which the greatest number use the expression ‘mine’ and ‘not mine’ [λέγουσιν τὸ ἐμὸν καὶ τὸ οὐκ ἐμὸν] of the same things in the same way” (5.462c). A few passages later, we find this idea repeated: “these citizens, above all others, will have one and the same thing in common which they will name [ἐνωμάσουσι] mine, and by virtue of this communion they will have their pleasures and pains in common” (5.464a). To assuage any doubt, Socrates further roots this unity precisely in the sharing of property, and in this case, its extreme manifestation in the community of wives and children: “And is not the cause of this [referring to unity], besides the general constitution of the state, the community [κοινωνία] of wives and children among the guardians?” (5.464a). The guardians’ community of goods guarantees that the language of unity is accompanied by actions (5.463e).

The unity of the early Christian community finds its clearest expression in the summary of Acts 4:32–35. The three points emphasized in Resp. 5.462–64—(1) the greatest good is acting as a single organism, (2) which can be realized in unanimous expression, (3) and can be achieved because of a polity in which there is no private property—are present in Acts 4:32 where the Christians are described as being of “one heart and soul,” and none among them says “any of the things which he possessed was his own, but they had everything in common.”

The first characteristic of the community’s life listed—being of one heart and soul—corresponds to Plato’s ideal of the group functioning as a single organism.48 The guardians’ unity of expression regarding

48. The phrase may be, as some have suggested, an intentional combination of Semitic and Greek idiom. See, for example, Deut 6:5 (Dupont, “Community of Goods,” 92).
possessions is emphasized in the requirement that all say “mine” and “not mine” of the same things, which is stated repeatedly throughout the section. Luke similarly portrays the Christians as not saying (ἐλέγειν) any had personal possessions. This verse is often understood as contradicting the absolute community of goods implied in 2:45 and 4:34–35. Given the other similarities to the Republic, rather than understanding the use of λέγων as evidence of a different source, of Luke’s depiction of multiple property-sharing systems simultaneously, or of a subjective community of goods, the formulation allows the early Christians to fulfill the greatest good of a state in their unity of verbal expression regarding possessions. Furthermore, as in the Republic, Luke preserves the link between unanimous verbal expression and communal holding of possessions in v. 32 by following the statement that no one claimed personal possessions with the adversative particle ἀλλ’ introducing the community’s practice, ἤν ἀυτοῖς ἀπαντὰ κοινά. Luke describes the early Christian community in v. 32 in essentially the same terms and in the same order that Plato assesses the guardians’ polity in Resp. 5.462a–464b.

In Resp. 5.464c Plato provides a brief summary of the requirements first established in Resp. 3.416c–417a emphasizing the absence of private possessions and the support of the guardians by the producing class. After highlighting the power of the apostles’ witness in v. 33, Luke describes the early Christian community in similar terms. Luke, who is not creating a state de novo, lists the goods of which the Christians divested themselves. Just as Resp. 5.464c repeats the earlier stipulations in 3.416c–d, Acts 4:34 repeats the absence of possessions first mentioned in 2:42–47. The differences from the first to the second discussions are analogous. In Resp. 3.416c–d, Plato specifically lists only possessions as something the guardians must not have, while houses are used to emphasize the communal living of the guardians and lands are not mentioned at all. Similarly, in Acts 2:44–45 only possessions and goods (κτήματα and ὑπάρχεις) are specifically identified as the things the Christians sell. The second discussion in Resp. 5.464c has houses (οἰκίας), lands (γῆν) and other property (κτήμα). Similarly, in Acts 4:34–35 Luke lists houses

49. φθέγγομαι and λέγουσι in 5.462c; ἐμφανισθοῦσιν in 5.463e; ἔλεγομεν in 5.463e; ἐμὸν ὀνόμαζομαι in 5.464c.


and, using a different term, adds lands (χωρίων). Luke does not list a third item, but his use of κτήτωρ is interesting as it appears only here in the New Testament. The use of the term is not surprising, however, given that the related noun κτῆμα and verbs κτάομαι and κτάσθαι appear in nearly every description of the community of goods among the guardians in Resp. 2–5 and occur in Resp. 5.464c–d three times. Finally, it is worth noting the similarity between the producing classes’ support of the guardians—repeated in Resp. 5.464c—and the practice of laying the proceeds of the goods sold at the apostles’ feet, which accomplishes the same thing. This act also emphasizes the authority of the apostles within the group and shows that, like the guardians, the words of unity are realized in deeds (cf. Resp. 5.463e).

Two other similarities are worth noting. First, another important aspect of Plato’s ideal state is the separation between the guardian class (comprised of both the warrior and ruler guardians) and the rest of society. There is also an important distinction between the ruler guardians (who are generally the eldest) and the rest of the guardian class. Regarding their relationship, Plato states:

“As for an older man, he will always have the charge of ruling and chastising the younger.” “Obviously.” “Again, it is plain that the young man, except by the command of the rulers, will probably not do violence to an elder or strike him, or, I take it, dishonour him in any other way. There being two competent guardians to prevent that, fear [δόξα] and awe [αιδωσ], awe restraining him from laying hands on one who may be his parent, and fear in that others will rush to the aid of the sufferer, some as sons, some as brothers, some as fathers.” (5.465b [Shorey, LCL])

In Acts also there is some distance between the leaders (the apostles) and the rest of the Christian community. This is first singled out in the qualifications necessary to become an apostle when Judas is replaced (1:21–22). In the summaries and surrounding episodes the relationship between the apostles and the rest of the community is characterized as one of fear and awe. Immediately following the reference to the κοινωνία of the apostles in Acts 2:42 and immediately preceding the description of the community of goods in the first summary is a description of the reaction to the apostles’ miraculous powers: “And fear [φόβος] came upon every soul; and many wonders and signs were done through the

---


53. See, for example, Resp. 3.416d, 416e, 417a; 4.423e; 5.458d, 464c, 464d, 464e.
“apostles” (2:43). A similar reaction is reported of the Christian community in response to the miraculous deaths of Ananias and Sapphira: “And great fear came upon the whole church, upon all who heard of these things” (5:11). The theme appears again in the third and related major summary: “Now many signs and wonders were done among the people by the hands of the apostles. And they were all together in Solomon’s portico. None of the rest dared join them, but the people held them in high honor” (5:12–13). There has been some debate regarding the referent of “the rest” (loipōn). Some interpreters take the term to refer to non-Christians or outsiders. 54 Another possible interpretation, which I prefer, takes λοιπον as referring to a distinction between the apostles and the rest of the Christian community based on other Christians’ fear of what happened to Ananias and Sapphira, fear or anger of Jewish authorities, and the narrator’s presentation of the apostles in the previous two summaries as qualitatively different beings. 55 This distance between the apostles and other Christians whom they lead parallels the distance and somewhat fearful relationship between the different groups of guardians in Plato’s ideal state. Admittedly, there is a major difference between the two: while the guardians are feared for possible familial ties, the apostles are feared and respected for their miracle-working power.

Second, the distance between the guardian classes and the rest of the population is related to the division of labor: everybody in the ideal state is to do only what is suited to his or her nature. The guardians are not to do any activity that is beneath them in order to allow them to focus on their specialized duties (Resp. 395c, 416c). An interesting parallel in Acts is the appointment of the Seven to cover serving tables in order to free the disciples to do the more important task of preaching the gospel (6:1–11). Somewhat surprisingly, despite the text’s emphasis on their different role, the narrative goes on to describe the activity of Stephen, one of the


55. Witherington reads λοιπον as referring to “the rest of the Christians who were afraid to join the apostles in the temple in view of what happened the first time—namely, the arousal of the anger of the Jewish authorities and the trial of the Christian leaders” (Acts, 225). Similarly, Luke Timothy Johnson reads the verse as referring to the other Christians’ fear of approaching the apostles in the wake of the fate that had just befallen Ananias and Sapphira (The Acts of the Apostles [Sacra Pagina 5; Collegeville, Minn.: Glazier, 1992], 95).
Seven, as having much the same function and role in the preaching of the gospel that the members of the Twelve did.\textsuperscript{56}

**Conclusion**

As the table below illustrates, the parallels between Plato’s description of the guardians in his ideal state and the description of the earliest Christian community in the summaries of Acts are dense and extend beyond the important lexical agreements of a few key phrases into significant thematic parallels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support of the Guardians/Apostles</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifestyle</strong></td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardians concentrate on philosophy, training and affairs of the state</td>
<td>Apostles lead the community in teaching, fellowship breaking of bread, and prayers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardians are supported by the producing class</td>
<td>Apostles are supported by other Christians (who lay the proceeds of goods sold at their feet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in order to concentrate on being guardians (because all classes should do what is suited to their natures)</td>
<td>The Seven are elected so the apostles do not spend their time serving tables instead of preaching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifestyle</strong></td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They live in simple houses in an area set apart</td>
<td>Eat in each other’s homes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They eat and train and are educated together</td>
<td>Worship, break bread and learn the apostle’s teaching together</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possessions are held in common, no one has private property</td>
<td>Possessions are held in common, no one has private property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They have neither excess nor need, food as needed</td>
<td>Proceeds of goods sold are distributed to all as needed, no one is needy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Importance of Unity

Success of the community depends on unity and being in agreement. Christian community is of “one heart and soul.”

Importance of Education

The right education will ensure guardians will be able to handle rigors of communal living. They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and fellowship.

Silver and Gold

Guardians do not need silver or gold because what they have is greater: silver and gold is built into their natures. Apostles do not need silver or gold because what they have is greater: the power to heal in the name of Jesus.

Division of Society

Ruler guardians
The more numerous warrior guardians
The rest of the working classes
Apostles (the Twelve)
Growing Christian community
Everybody else (non-Christians)

I suggest that the Luke’s portrait of the early Christian community in the summaries is specifically modeled on Plato’s description of the guardians in the Republic. Reading the summaries in light of his literary model may help explain at least a few the inconsistencies often noted in the section. At face value, there is an apparent inconsistency regarding whether the community of goods depicted by Luke is mandatory or voluntary. Acts 2:44–45, 4:34–45 suggest that all Christians sold all their possessions, while elsewhere in Acts Christians are depicted as owning property (12:12, 21:9, 21:16), keeping their wealth after conversion (8:27–40) and being in need of outside financial help (11:27–30). In addition, Paul’s decidedly noncommunal lifestyle in the second half of Acts is in stark contrast with the description of the early Christian community: Paul presents his self-supporting lifestyle as a model for others in his speech to the Ephesian elders (20:34–35); Paul is depicted by the author of Acts as having the means to pay for an expensive Nazirite vow (21:26); and Paul’s living arrangements in Rome may suggest some wealth (28:30–31).
Acts (4:32) and Peter’s response to Ananias (5:4) can suggest that participation was voluntary. The use of λέγω in 4:32, as I have suggested above, can more properly be explained as Luke’s attempt to have the Jerusalem community achieve the ideal of unity of expression required of the guardians by Plato. The apparent interruption of both the summaries in Acts 2 and 4 by a notice about the authority of the apostles (2:43, 4:33) need not be seen as evidence that Luke switched to a different source. In the Republic the guardians’ authority and superior leadership is dependent precisely on adhering to the stipulations regarding communal life and the absence of personal possessions. Although he may not do it as smoothly, Luke likewise pairs the two. That Peter and John have no money in Acts 3:1–11 can be understood to be at odds with the idea that they were in charge of the community’s purse. This too can be understood in light of Luke’s imitation of Resp. 3.416–417 in the preceding summary. There is one more intriguing inconsistency in the narrative that might be explained in light of Luke’s use of the Republic as a model. In Acts 2:46–47 the Jerusalem Christians break bread in each other’s homes, but in 4:32 they are depicted as selling their homes along with other possessions. This can be explained by Luke’s modeling of the two summaries on the two different descriptions of the guardians’ polity in Resp. 3.415–417 and 5.462–464. In both first discussions houses are mentioned to underscore the communal living arrangements, while in both second discussions houses are listed among the possessions.

Luke Timothy Johnson has noted that many of these minor inconsistencies “probably demand of the author a concern he did not have.” In light of Luke’s apparent use of the Republic as literary model, these difficulties might be understood as narrative inconsistencies the author sacrificed in order to score more important allusive, theological, and apologetic points. Immediately following the symbolic founding of God’s kingdom on earth, Luke presents the credentials of the leaders of this new polity using the narrative language of Plato’s philosopher-kings.

58. See the discussion in Thomas E. Phillips, Reading Issues of Wealth and Poverty in Luke–Acts (SBEC 48; Lewiston, N.Y.: Mellen, 2001), 200–202. Phillips argues that the summary in Acts 2:42–47 does not indicate that the apostles had personal access to the community’s resources, and that the statement in 3:6 need not be seen as a contradiction of the preceding summary.

59. Literary Function of Possessions, 10 n. 1.